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When medical malpractice and 
personal injury firm Webb & Taylor 

decided to open a second office, 
they quickly realized they needed a 

better system to centralize case- 
related information and streamline 
internal communications for firm 

expansion to succeed.

Using CaseFleet, the firm 
centralized case information into 
a single system and streamlined 
business processes to increase 

efficiency, productivity, and 
accountability.

Previously, Webb & Taylor had been using multiple 

solutions in a decentralized system. Sharing case 

information was cumbersome, disjointed, and inefficient. 

“If a case team member needed information on a case," 

explained firm partner Brandon Taylor, "they would need 

to check four different systems and, likely, would still 

need to go talk to a particular person to get the specific 

details they needed.” 

Upon opening a second office, Webb & Taylor quickly 

realized they needed a central managing system to avoid 

duplication of effort and allow lawyers and staff a way to 

access case information from anywhere. They also 

needed to find an easy and scaleable way to streamline 

internal communication. 

Read more >>

Legal Case Management 

Software, with Timelines



“We knew we needed a cloud-based solution so our staff would have immediate access to 
essential information irrespective of time and location,” says Taylor.  

Taylor’s paralegal, Sherry Thornton, also found CaseFleet to be very intuitive and the 
support team easy  to work with. “If you have a staff that isn’t tech savvy, they can still 
figure CaseFleet out pretty easily after spending just a little bit of time in the software.” 

Because case information is now so readily available, team members can know up to the 
minute what is going on in a case. Firm processes and organization have also improved. 

“We use the task feature all the time,” says Taylor. “That has really helped us organize 
and prioritize our daily workload. My assistant is able to keep my task list updated, and 
anyone at the firm can add a task to my list if it is something requiring my attention.” 

Using CaseFleet has also increased accountability over workload, says Taylor. “Our new 
process is helping us plan better and more accurately as a firm and individually. At staff 
meetings, we will display CaseFleet on the conference room TV, go through all our cases 
together, and make updates to cases during the meeting in real time. It really has become 
a much more streamlined process, and we have more certainty of the accuracy of our case 
notes.” 

“CaseFleet was the most user-friendly option and 
most closely met our firm’s needs. And being modular,

we would be able to scale it as our needs grew.”  

“There was no delay in the benefits to the new system. 
Using CaseFleet, our productivity went up immediately.” 

Sign up for a free demo or 14-day trial at www.casefleet.com

CaseFleet is a cloud-based, case management solution that gives lawyers an edge in litigation. Intuitive and powerful, 

CaseFleet organizes case facts, tracks key deadlines, and runs an entire litigation practice. By integrating all features 

together – including a built-in CRM, matter information, trust accounting, task management, time tracking, and invoicing – we 

aim to eliminate the need for multiple programs or subscriptions. Our unique Timelines feature allows attorneys to visually lay 

out and tag the facts of each case, mapping out connected dates, issues, contacts, and evidence, so case information can be 

easily recalled with a single click, without having to search through multiple systems. 
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